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Photo: hohojirozame Delegation is a process of decision-making for lower-level employees. In order for the process to be successful, the worker must be able to obtain the resources and cooperation necessary for the successful completion of the delegated task. Strengthening the workforce and delegation of tasks are closely intertwined. Empowerment
occurs when upper-level employees share power with lower-level employees. This includes providing the training support, tools and management that employees need to perform their task. Thus, the worker has both the powers and the ability to exempt work. Although the authority can be delegated, the responsibility cannot-be-the person who delegates the
task is ultimately responsible for its success. The assigned employee is therefore in order to meet the objectives and objectives of the task. BENEFITS OF DELEGATION An effective delegation can benefit the manager, employee and organisation. Perhaps the most important benefit for the company is higher quality of work. The delegation can improve the
quality of work by enabling employees with direct knowledge of products and services to take decisions and complete their tasks. Quality can also be improved by enhanced employee motivation. Employees can do a better job because they feel personal responsibility for the outcome, even though the responsibility ultimately lies with the individual who
carried out the delegation. Motivation should also be strengthened, as the delegation enriches the work of the worker by extending the types of tasks involved in this. Managers who effectively delegate powers also receive more personal benefits; most importantly, they have more time to do their job when they assign tasks to others. Given the hectic nature of
managerial work, time is preciously good. An effective delegation is to train the manager to focus on managerial tasks such as planning and supervision. Managers also benefit from the development of subordinate skills. With a more highly skilled workforce, they have more flexibility in taking tasks and are more effective at making decisions. Managers
developing their workforce are also likely to have high personal strength with their staff and their organisation will greatly appreciate them. LACKIONS DELEGATION Although the delegation can provide benefits to the organisation, many managers do not have the motivation or knowledge to transfer effectively, so the delegation (or lack of transfer) may be
detrimental to the company. The lack of motivation of managers to delegate powers may be linked to a number of shortcomings related to delegations. Many managers believe that if you want to do it right, you have to do it yourself. Although this is sometimes untrue because it is the ultimate responsibility for a task in a managerial place, this attitude often
prevents transmission. Other reasons for the lack of motivation to transfer are a lack of trust in subordinates, fear of laziness, risk-taking and fear of competition from Some of these barriers are remediatious through management training and development, while others may not be easily overcome. Maniar may also not have the powers necessary for effective
transfer. When transferring, they can choose incorrect transfer tasks, misconceptional trust, or provide an inappropriate direction to the child. An incorrect delegation can cause many problems, the primary incorrectly completed task of which may be detrimental to the overall productivity of the organisation. In addition, career leaders and subordinates can
suffer. The manager is likely to take the blame for transferring the wrong task, transferring to the wrong person or for not providing the right instructions. The subordinate may also take the blame for the improper performance of the task. This can draw a bad delegation away from the personal success of managers and employees. The planning delegation is
not difficult. Anyone can give someone a job. However, efficient transfer (assigning a task to the correct person) is a highly skilled process that requires planning, thought and managerial knowledge. DEFINITION OF SUCCESS. Two planning activities should be carried out before the delegation of the task: to identify the success and to assess the necessary
competence. To determine success, it is necessary to determine what the successful execution of the assigned task will mean. An effective delegate assigns workers to tasks where they are highly likely to succeed. If the manager is unable to recognise the successful outcome of the task, how can that manager determine whether the employee is capable of
doing so? If we don't define success, the delegation becomes a gamble, not a prediction. An effective delegate foresees success on the basis of a match between the work requirements and the qualifications of the worker. An inefficient delegate hopes that the worker will be successful, but there really has no basis for that hope, as success has not been
defined. If success is well defined and well-communiced to subordinates, the worker clearly understands the requirements of the tasks and can focus his efforts on important activities. A similarly clear definition of success helps the delegate train the worker, which further increases the likelihood of a positive outcome. There are two components to define
success. The first is the definition of the successful outcome of the task and the second is the identification of the relevant processes needed to complete the task. Both are needed for an effective delegation. For example, the manager is considering assigning another vendor to a particularly difficult client. Before delegation, the Head should examine the
desired results from this task (e.g. increased sales, reduced complaints) and the types of processes (e.g. better customer education, greater empathy) that might be necessary to produce the desired result. It is only after understanding what is necessary that a rational delegation can be drawn up. leaders should first ask themselves: How will I judge the
success of this delegation and what should I expect anyone to succeed? ASSESSMENT OF THE QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED. The second step in the delegation's planning involves the identification of subordinate capacity. When transferring, there is always a choice that is subordinate to the delegation of the task and whether to delegate the task to
everyone. To make a decision, the operator must evaluate the subordinate capabilities. In the evaluation, the leader should ask himself: What has this worker done to make him feel effective on this task? Managers should also ask themselves: How do I think this person will perform on this task and why do I feel that way? A worker could be effective in
obtaining the desired results, but he could use an unacceptable procedure to obtain results that are not going to produce positive results. Managers are unlikely to accurately predict success for the task when they have no basis to predict. Thus, it is better for the manager to know past behaviours and achievements of the worker, the greater the chance of an
effective future delegation. Often, however, managers will have to assign tasks to people who do not have adequate training or experience. In this situation, the general procedure still applies, although specific issues are changing. Here, the manager should think carefully: How did this person perform on previous tasks where training or experience was
lacking? Once again, there must be a basis for a delegation or it becomes a wild guess. The transfer process is critical as planning, as the poor functioning of the delegation can be reduced in a number of ways. First, it can reduce the worker's motivation to perform the task. A qualified worker who is not motivated to complete the task will not produce the
desired results. Secondly, the lack of adequate communication of standards for the task can lead to less desirable results. Finally, the delegation process may create some artificial barriers or not remove other obstacles to success. If you don't share information and discuss real or perceived problems, you can reduce performance and cause failure. In order to
avoid these obstacles, the following items should be taken into account in the allocation. Allow employees to participate in the transfer process. Employees who accept their tasks are much more committed to their success. This acceptance is enhanced when employees have a few words in this process. Thus, subordinates should be allowed to participate in
determining when and how the delegated task will be carried out and, where possible, what the task will be. At the most basic level, the manager can ask the employee if he is available to perform the task, rather than tell him to do so. Cooperation may also increase controlled/subordinate communication, which may reduce the due to misunderstandings. SET
STANDARDS. A number of communication problems are due to failure to meet clear considerations and setting award performance standards. Some of the things that need to be examined include limitations on a child's tasks (e.g. gathering information or making a decision), expected performance levels, reporting deadlines, and limitations under which they
will operate. If subordinates are given the opportunity to take up the task, these issues should be discussed and negotiated before the delegation. Even if the subordinates cannot refuse the award, those questions must be clearly described and the subordinates must be asked about their contribution. RESPONSIBILITY AND BALANCING AUTHORITY. A
typical mistake by the delegation is to transfer work, but we avoid matching responsibility with the freedom to take decisions and the power to implement them. It creates frustration because the subordinate knows what needs to be done and how to do it, but he didn't get a chance to do it. Managers can avoid this problem by notifying all individuals affected by
the assignment that it has been transferred and who has the authority to complete the work. Managers can ask subordinates what resources they need to ad tasks, and then authorize them to provide those resources. In addition to the mandate, managers should also provide adequate support to the delegated task. This may include the continuous provision
of relevant information and feedback necessary for the performance of the task. Finally, managers should have given credit publicly when the task was done. This will increase the motivation and authority of the subordinate for future tasks. It also sends an important message to others that successful completion of tasks is recognized and rewarded.
DELEGATE CONSISTENTLY. Some managers only delegate powers when they are over-processed or in crisis. This lets you send a message to the child that they are being used because they receive assignments only if they benefit the manager. Ideally, the delegation should be for the benefit of subordinates and administrators. Managers can send this
message by transferring tasks that develop or stretch the talents and skills of subordinates. By de-legating to the development of workers, talent is being built for those inevitable contingency situations. It also strengthens the motivation and confidence of workers by gaining experience and benefiting from new or improved skills. Care must be taken to ensure
that the worker has the opportunity to succeed in the task. Employees must not be set to fail. I'm sure there's going to be some failure. Managers should recognise this and provide useful, developmental feedback in these cases. Emphasis should be placed on the positive things that have been done in the allocation and what steps could be taken to
overcome the difficulties. Balance the tasks. Administrators must ensure that the transfer is not someone else to do their dirty work. Thus, an effective leader should be too pleasant and unpleasant, demanding and boring tasks. Similarly, tasks should be balanced between workers. For example, it is quite common for managers to delegate the most
embarrassing task to the best worker, as it is possible to count on that person to do a good job. In addition, a poor worker can avoid receiving an unpleasant task due to the poor quality of the finished product. Such a situation quickly sends a message to a productive worker that the way to get out of receiving unpleasant tasks is to reduce the quality of his
work. One way to avoid this problem is to award to a productive worker other rewards and/or increase the number of unpleasant tasks to the NPI until the quality of the result improves. Focus on the results. Once the task has been delegated, managers must give subordinates the freedom to make the decisions necessary to perform the task. Managers should
not be too closely monitored for this cause frustration and convince someone that the manager does not have confidence in their ability. Managers should review and evaluate the results of the allocation, not the resources used to carry out the task. However, managers are responsible for ensuring that both the process and the result of the delegated task are
consistent with the objectives. As has been pointed out, one way of achieving this is by specification of clear standards in front of the delegation. The administrator must remember these standards and intervene only after they have been breached. Managers should avoid the tendency to intervene simply because of stylistic differences. One of the
advantages of enabling subordinates to make their own decisions is that this can be an important source of innovation for the organisation. Sometimes employees really have a better way. GROUP VS. INDIVIDUAL DELEGATION A single task may be delegated to an individual or group of individuals. In addition, the manager may not want to carry the entire
task, but to participate as a member of the team. What are the premisss in each delegation compared to the group delegation or even participation? Perhaps the most important point is that all previous questions apply. Before carrying out a task, the controller must define the success and assess the capabilities of the individual or group. The award should
enable an individual or group to cooperate as much as possible, the body and responsibilities should be balanced, standards should be set and the controller should focus on results. One of the differences between the individual and the group delegation is that individual behaviour is usually easier to control and monitor. One possibility for transferring the
secondment and giving it to the full subordinate is for the manager to participate in the process as a member of the group. The disadvantage of this approach is that it can send unintended Trust. Employees may feel that the manager is not there to contribute, but to check the quality of their work. Thus, managers should carefully review their own capabilities
as a team member and answer the question: What do I add to this group in order to do this task? The answer to this question must be clearly communicated to the group so that they understand why the leader performed the role of the group. Finally, the leader must carefully assess the group's past behaviour and have reason to predict that the group can
achieve the task. Again, this should be a prediction, not a gamble or a desire to succeed. DELEGATION UP Many employees have become qualified to transfer to their supervisors. Upward transfer occurs when a worker delegates their task to a top-level manager. It's not always easy, but it's best to do when a person feels they lack the skill or direction for a
particular project, but that the leader above has the capacity to perform the task. The delegation can start with questions from the manager or ask for advice to help solve a particular problem. If the manager thinks that the employee has too many questions or needs too much help, the manager may withdraw the delegation and remove the task from the
employee. If employees avoid delegated duties by flooding the manager with requests for assistance, the manager may request that the employee have at least one proposed solution to each problem brought to the manager. In addition, this situation can be improved by the manager who asks the questions, which is why the employee changes his mind and
solves the problem. Questions like: Then what would you do? What do you see as our options? and What do you see as the best approach? report that the worker should take the initiative to at least attempt to resolve the task. The manager, who will use an effective delegation at the time and tasks, will be more efficient and will have more time to do the right
managerial work while reaping the benefits of empowering employees. This will be because success will be clearly defined and will be communed with a worker who is aligned with jobs based on his abilities. Once done correctly, the process of delegation to workers increases their motivation and commitment. Richard R. Camp Revised by Marcia Simmering
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